
 
 

West Yorkshire’s Hamish the Snow Man Challenge 

Leader Briefing 

Throughout the month of December, we are running our Hamish The 

Snowman challenge.   The challenge ….. 

 Is aimed at all sections 

 Encourages our young people to be imaginative 

 Is designed to be fun for all 

 

To take part in the challenge, each person will need a snowman.   This could be made in a meeting 

during November or bought from an online provider.   The snowman can be small or large and made 

of anything you have to hand.   An inflatable snowman is fine as is a person dressed in a snowman 

costume.   Ideas for how to make a snowman are available on the website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenge will ask people to take selfie style images of their snowman in 10 different places – 

these places will be flexible in their interpretation to allow lots of possibilities.   An example is 

Take a photo of your snowman in a cold place. 

This could be interpreted as in a fridge, outside in the garden ……etc.   The more imaginative the 

better. 

Also, from December 1st to 20th, Hamish will issue a new photo challenge each day on the county 

Facebook site.  

Once all images have been taken, the pictures can be uploaded to an online photoalbum using 

www.myalbum.com  and then submitted to us in January using snowman@wyscouts.org.uk.   All 

submitted albums will win a prize. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.myalbum.com/
mailto:snowman@wyscouts.org.uk


 
The Hamish The Snow Man Treasure Hunt 

Hamish the snowman posters will be appearing in your area throughout 

December and we are also challenging individuals to spot as many of these 

posters as they can.   Each poster will have a unique name and identification 

number on it - so to take part, participants need to make a note of the name 

and number of any that they see.   In January participants will be able to 

send in their list of the posters that they have seen.   Posters are worth 

different amounts so if you’re lucky to spot a high value one you will get 

more points.   The people with the most points will win the treasure. 

 

If you are able to display a poster for us – you can register on the following google form 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jQiYBteNxmYGeWj3GEK7eWHasZXftXzPMKqt4I_fHGY/edit 

 

If you have any questions about the Hamish The Snowman challenge – please contact us on 

programme@wyscouts.org.uk 

 

Best wishes and good luck 

 

Hamish 
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